
W E L C O M E  T O

AI FOR ALL



AI For All is a self-learning program designed for
people from all walks of life – a student, a stay at
home parent, a professional in any field, a senior
citizen - basically, anyone interested in getting
acquainted with Artificial Intelligence (AI).

Let us look at the details of the program ahead.



AI For All is a self-learning online program designed
to raise public awareness about Artificial
Intelligence.

The program is your first step towards an AI
inclusive world, however, it does not claim to
skill/train or make you an AI expert.

The program's purpose is to enable you to have a
basic understanding of Artificial Intelligence and
empower you to communicate about it.

ABOUT 

AI FOR
ALL



Describe what is AI and appreciate what it can do.
Become aware of present-day applications of AI.
Debunk some common misconceptions around

AI Aware AI Appreciate

Understand the key domains of AI.
Appreciate the possibilities, concerns, and ethics.
Get started with a self-learning plan to explore AI.

The program is divided into two sections.
Completion of each section gets you a digital badge!



At the end of each stage, you will get a personalized
badge.

The program follows a straightforward approach
which is arranged in easy to understand, short
blocks of information.

The entire program can be completed in a span of 4
hours.

PROGRAM
BADGE AND

DURATION



1 : Go to https://ai-for-all.in/
2 : Click 'Register'
3 : Enter required details
4 : Enter referral code: GTU
5 : Click on the checkbox for human
verification.
6 : Click on 'SMS Verification Code' to
receive OTP
7 : Enter the received OTP in the space
provided.

You are successfully registered for the
course.

USER MANUAL
REGISTRATION

रेफरल कोड = GTU



1 : Go to https://ai-for-all.in/ and
click 'Login'
2 : Enter the mobile number used
for registration.
3 : Click on checkbox for human 
 verification.
4 : Click on 'SMS Text Login Code'  
button to get your OTP
5 : Click 'Verify' button to complete
your  login.

LOGIN



Welcome to AI For All



This section allows user to
change language,  DOB,
Gender, and other personal
details for  the course.

SETTINGS


